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This letter outlines our work in generating and controlling microbubbles as protective “lids” for
samples collected from the environment. The fabrication method uses “strain architecture” to
construct three-dimensional cages with high surface area. These structures confine the bubbles and
perform as electrodes for electrochemical sample collection and electrolysis-based gas bubble
generation. The focus of this article is on the interaction between the microcages and generated
bubbles, including the bubble generation mechanism, bubble growth rate, response to hydrostatic
pressure, effect of interfacial-tension modifying coatings, and long-term stability. © 2011 American
Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3541448兴
Gas-trapping microstructures have evolved on plants that
develop superhydrophobic surfaces1 to create a controlled
air-water interface. Such structures use geometry at multiple
scales to make a tentlike bubble layer as on the fern
Salvinia.2 In microfluidics, bubbles have been used for numerous applications such as particle sorting,3 inkjet
printing,4 and implementation of Boolean logic.5 Bubbles
can also be detrimental, blocking flow in microchannels6 and
interfering with electrophoretic applications by blocking signals and altering fluid flows.7 They are unwanted byproducts
of electroplating. In all these situations, methods to control
and trap microbubbles are of interest.
The devices referenced in this letter consist of a metal
electrode that is energized to plate out trace metals from
natural water sources. The collected sample is returned to the
laboratory for analysis. If left in the field unprotected, a biofilm will form on any electrode surfaces exposed to the
water.8 This film will block reactions between the surface
and surrounding solution. A gas bubble could protect the
metal surface from water until testing, and then preserve a
collected sample from contamination. Such an array of
bubble-lidded microcontainers is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
a series of metal-lined cages is sequentially exposed to the
environment. After releasing a trapped bubble and collecting
a sample on the cage walls by electroplating from solution,
the bubble is regenerated. The result is a time-stamped archive of the chemical environment.
Stress-mismatched metal-oxide bilayers form threedimensional 共3D兲 microcages that serve as plating electrodes
in the system. Their interaction with bubbles can be modified
by changing the surface wettability and cage geometry. The
devices are fabricated with a two mask metal and oxide process that has been documented by Moiseeva et al.9
Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional 共a兲 microcage layout,
共b兲 optical, and 共c兲 electron micrographs of released cages,
and arrayed cages within 共d兲 sample wells allowing access to
contact pads. The transition from planar to a 3D structure
only at the last step means that bubble-generating electrodes
can be integrated at the base of the cages in one step 关Figs.
2共a兲 and 2共b兲兴. This geometry is more difficult to achieve by
a兲
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bulk micromachining, in which features are etched in thick
layers of silicon. The result is that bubbles can be electrolytically “inflated” from points inside the cage.
Electrolysis of water occurs at voltages above 1.21 V,
which is within the operating range used for electroplating
with these devices. However, it is not energetically favorable
to form oxygen at until 1.8–2.55 V on metal electrodes.10
This threshold is an advantage in applying the cages to electrolytic sample collection of trace metals because it reduces
bubble formation during routine electroplating.
Heavy metal analysis is commonly performed at low
共0.1–1兲 voltages.11 These potentials can be applied as long as
needed to get a sufficient film on the electrodes. The film
growth rate is dependent on factors such as the surrounding
metal concentration and the deposition time. The electroplating routine may range from 5 min 共Ref. 12兲 to the order of 1
h 共Ref. 13兲 depending on the application. These low potentials across electrodes are insufficient to create bubbles capable of shielding the surface. This allows for independent
bubble growth and electroplating stages of the device operation.
Maximum gas volume 共hydrogen plus oxygen兲 versus
time is described in Eq. 共1兲 for 100% efficient electrolysis
Vgas = VH2 + VO2 = 共3RTIt兲/共4FP兲,

共1兲

where T is temperature, R is the universal gas constant, I is
current, t is time, F is the Faraday constant 共F
= 96 485 C / mol兲, and P is absolute pressure. However, actual efficiency is reduced by dissolution of oxygen and hydrogen back into solution instead of into the bubble, as well
as electrode configuration14 and Ohmic loss in the aqueous
solution.15 In the bubble trap structure, the efficiency is much
below the theoretical maximum.
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FIG. 1. Array of 300 m diameter bubble traps undergoing an electroplating sample collection sequence across the front row.
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FIG. 4. An air bubble trapped in a microcage in water. The filaments conform to the surface of the bubble over a range of bubble diameters. The
outline of the original etch pattern remains on the plane of the substrate,
while filaments fold around the bubble.
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completely covers the metal and prevents it from further reacting with the water. Octadecanethiol was applied to the
device surface in some cases. This self-assembled monolayer
rendered the metal hydrophobic and bubbles adhered to the
(c) 1cm
(d)
surface longer than on a noncoated device, in agreement with
previous work.16
FIG. 2. Released cage devices used for bubble generation and trapping.
Figure 4 is a time series of a bubble confined to a cage as
the hydrostatic pressure is increased. Pressure was varied by
sealing the sample well, then connecting the chamber
Experiments were conducted at voltages ranging from
through tubing to a regulated nitrogen tank. As the pressure
2.5 to 3 V. The electrodes were set at a constant voltage for
is increased, the filaments conform to the shrinking bubble
20 min intervals, and the applied current and bubble growth
surface until the force needed to bend them can no longer be
were recorded through LABVIEW software and time-lapse
supplied by the interfacial tension of the bubble.
photography at six frames per minute. The images were anaThe elastocapillary length LEC = 共B / ␥兲1/2 is the radius of
lyzed for bubble diameter, which was converted to gas volcurvature that produces an equilibrium between interfacial
ume. By comparing the experimental results with the ideal
energy and strain energy in a filament that contacts an
gas volume equation, the efficiency of the water electrolysis
interface.17 Here B is the bending rigidity Eh3 / 12共1 − 2兲, ␥
can be determined. Figure 3 compares Eq. 共1兲 with the experimental results and shows images of bubble evolution at
is the interfacial tension, E is Young’s modulus, h is the
different stages during growth; a fit to the results gives 0.8%
filament thickness, and  is Poisson’s ratio for the filament
efficiency for electrolysis-based gas generation.
material.
Bubble volumetric growth is linear with time, and the
In the structures of Fig. 4, the elastocapillary length of
power input is in the tens of nanowatts. With currents in the
⬃120 m is in the same range as the 150 m cage radius
10–20 nA range, and voltages below 3 V, the electrical reand the overall filament length. Thus the filaments are short
quirements are well within the resources of a batteryenough that they are not immediately destroyed by surface
powered autonomous sensor array. At 2.7 V it takes approxitension, yet are compliant enough to be strongly deflected by
mately 4 min to fill the microcage. Bubbles nucleate at
the bubble.
random points within the cages, which have a metalized inThe cages have been observed to retain bubbles for a
ner surface and a hydrophilic oxide outer surface. As they
week, in contrast to bare gas bubbles in equilibrium with a
grow, the hydrogen and oxygen bubbles merge and move to
solution. Bare bubbles not in contact with a surface are
the center of the cage. Growth self-terminates if the bubble
known to have a typical lifetime measured in minutes, with
bubbles larger than a critical radius accumulating gas and
floating to the surface, and bubbles below the critical radius
-11
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diffusing gas into solution and dissolving completely. For
1.8
oxygen in water near saturation, the critical radius is in the
1.6
range of 100 m.18 The cages here 共100– 300 m radius兲
1.4
exceed the critical radius and are in the growth regime.
Trapped bubbles must be released to expose fresh plating
1.2
200 μm
surfaces. Overinflated bubbles were observed to escape cages
having triangular cross-sections by opening the filaments.
1.0
These interdigitated structures could serve as release valves
0.8
on the side of a spherical cage.
Microcages with electrodes can stabilize a bubble
0.6 200 μm
against both growth and shrinkage, refilling a shrinking
0.4
bubble by electrolytic gas generation. They can slow the
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lizing a gas pocket over a surface, these microcages could be
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useful in underwater chemical sensors that require diffusional contact with dissolved gases. Such structures are also
FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Measured bubble volume present over 20 min plotted
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increases the hydrostatic pressure as shown in Fig. 4.
These advances will improve aquatic sampling platforms
in which bubbles are generated through existing electroplating contacts at a higher potential, without additional structures or mechanical parts. Once created, the bubbles are
stable at a size large enough to protect a majority of the
plating surface—providing surface-passivation options for
low-power autonomous sample collection and archiving.
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